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£)MENTAL DISORDER
The rules of English internal law relating to lunacy, which English
were not undeservedly described as a jungle, have now been j^rnal
reduced to a simple code by the Mental-Health Act, 1959. ™
This Act has radically changed the old law in many respects.
The Lunacy and Mental Treatment Acts, 1890 to 1930, and
the Mental Deficiency Acts, 1913 to 1938, are repealed. The
former practice under which a person was certified to be of
unsound mind and detained in hospital is now obsolete, as is
also the procedure under which, after a formal inquiry ('in-
quisition'), a patient could be declared to be of unsound mind
('lunatic so found') and a person be appointed (the 'committee')
to whom the management of the patient's property or person
was committed. Moreover, there are no longer different cate-
gories of patients, but only one, namely, a person who is
suffering from 'mental disorder' as defined by the Act.1 The
jurisdiction relating to a patient is now purely statutory and is
entrusted to three judges of the Chancery Division, styled
'nominated judges',2 whose functions are also exercisable by
the Master and Deputy Master of the Court of Protection.3
r,    As regards private international law, the subject may be Private
conveniently classified under the three headings of control of  ^
the patient personally the control of his propet±y, and his u£
rights and obligations in contract^gT	^
iction
presence,
^/Qqntrol of the person of the patient. The law applicable to the Basis of
physical control of the patient must clearly be the law of the |suri^gf
place where he happens to be. So far as English law is con-
cerned, the provisions under which a patient may be compul-
sorily admitted to hospital and detained there, or placed under
guardianship, are to be found in Part IV of the Mental Health
Act, 1959, which applies to a patient for the time being in
'England whatever may be his nationality or domicii.
With regard to the powers of a" foreign curator, it is clear Foreign
that he can exercise no control in this country over the patientcurator
personally.4 If he wishes to procure the removal of the patient
1	Mental Health Act, 1959, s. 4.
2	The inherent jurisdiction, derived from the royal prerogative and exercisable
only by those to whom it has been entrusted by mandate under the Sign Manual,
though not abolished, is defunct, since no further mandate is to be issued; 23
M.L.R. 423 (Raymond Jennings).
3	This is not in fact a court, but an office of the Supreme Court In practice,
however, it exercises the jurisdiction entrusted to the Chancery judges, so far as
questions of management and administration are concerned; ibid.
4	In re Houston (1826), i Russ. 312.

